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CHAIR'SWELCOME
The next meeting of the
ENVI Committee takes
place on 18 September
2013.1 The agenda
includes, among others
several initiatives in the
field of climate policy.
The Committee will
vote on a resolution on
the state of the

European Carbon Market. In advance of the 19th meeting
of the Conference of the Parties to the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change taking place in November
in Warsaw, the Committee will also consider a draft
resolution, and hold an exchange of views with the Polish
minister for the environment who is the COP 19
President-Designate.

Matthias Groote

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEXT MEETING

The state of the European carbon market in 2012
Vote on motion for a resolution

Following the Commission report on the state of the
European carbon market in 2012, the ENVI Committee will
vote on its draft resolution. The proposed text touches
upon the reform of the Emissions Trading System (ETS),
promotion of links between ETS and other trading
schemes and also deals with the issue of carbon leakage.
The draft resolution furthercalls on the Commission to
present, as soon as possible, legislative proposals for a
2030 climate and energy policy framework for the EU
which should be consistent with a cost-effective
pathway towards EU's 2050 CO2 reduction objective.

118 amendments tabled propose various options to
correct the ETS by means of (non)withdrawal of
allowances, modification of linear reduction factor,
limiting access to offset mechanisms, extension of ETS to
other sectors, establishment of price management
mechanisms or proposing the 2030 climate and energy
targets.

Authors: Florenz (EPP), Jørgensen (S&D), Davies (ALDE), Eickhout
(Greens/EFA), Callanan (ECR), Wils (GUE/NGL)

1 This draft agenda is subject to changes. The final agenda will
be adopted at the beginning of the meeting.

COP 19 - 2013 United Nations Climate Change Conference
in Warsaw, Poland (11-22 November 2013)

Vote on questions for oral answer and consideration of draft motion for a
resolution

From 11 - 22 November 2013,
the 19th Conference of the
Parties (COP 19) to the UN
Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)
will be held in Warsaw,
Poland. The oral question and
the related resolution is
ENVI’s preparation for the conference.

The draft resolution addresses inter alia the following key
issues:

- the framework, design and pathway towards the global
climate agreement due to be concluded in 2015;

- an increase in pre-2020 ambition levels; and

- the implementation of previous COP decisions and
agreements, particularly in the areas of climate finance
and adaptation.

Co-sponsors: Groote (S&D), Florenz (EPP), Jørgensen (S&D),
Lepage (ALDE), Eickhout (Greens/EFA), Wils (GUE/NGL)

Sound level of motor vehicles

Vote on the possible opening of early second reading negotiations

The Commission proposal for a Regulation of the
European Parliament and Council on the sound level of
motor vehicles was adopted on 9 December 2012. The

proposal has as its aim the
protection of public health and
the environment through
measures to reduce the sound
level of motor vehicles.

The Parliament adopted its first
reading position on this proposal on 6 February 2013. The
Rapporteur will ask the Committee for a mandate,
pursuant to Rule 70 of the Rules of Procedure, to enter
early second reading negotiations with the Council with a
view, if possible, to trying to conclude the file prior to the
elections in 2014.

Rapporteur: Ouzký (ECR)
Shadows: Tatarella (EPP), Merkies (S&D), Krahmer (ALDE), Hassi
(Greens/EFA), Wils (GUE/NGL)
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Green Infrastructure (GI) - Enhancing Europe's Natural
Capital

Vote on question for oral answer and consideration of draft motion for a
resolution

The resolution welcomes the Commission's
Communication and highlight in particular:

- the need to integrate Green Infrastructure(GI) into
different policy areas like in spatial planning;

- the contribution GI can make to achieve the 2020 goals,
in particular in the field of climate change;

- the role of GI in preventing natural disasters like floods
and restoring biodiversity;

- calls on the Commission to set technical standard
according to which GI should be built and labelled;

- calls on the Commission to develop a Transeuropean
Network of Green Infrastructure (TEN- G) and to reflect
this in planning and financing decisions;

Co-sponsors: Tatarella (EPP), Estrela (S&D)
Gerbrandy (ALDE), Bélier (Greens/EFA), Rosbach (ECR), Liotard
(GUE/NGL)

Exchange of views with Marcin Korolec (Polish Minister
for Environment)

Exchange of views

Ahead of the COP 19 climate change conference, which
will take place on 11-23 November 2013 in Warsaw,
Poland, the ENVI Committee will discuss with the Polish
Minister of the Environment, Marcin Korolec, the
preparations for the conference. Minister Korolec has
been invited in his function of the COP 19 President-
Designate, whose main duties are to provide political
leadership, to consult on issues and to chair meetings of
the Bureau and the COP Plenary.

RECENTLY ADOPTED IN COMMITTEE

 General budget of the European Union for the
financial year 2014 – all sections;

 The question for oral answer on the state of the
European carbon market in 2012;

 A corrigendum on serious cross-border threats
to health.
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NEWS FROM THE AGENCIES

European Environment Agency (EEA)

A new 2013 version of the EMEP/EEA air
pollutant emission inventory guidebook has
been published. The EMEP/EEA guidebook
provides a general reference source for

countries reporting air emissions inventory data under
international agreements and is a key information source
for researchers and modelers. With more than 2100
pages, it includes methods for estimating black carbon,
improved consistency across different pollutants and
increased information on pollutant sources such as
stoves, solvent use and agriculture. More

European Chemicals Agency (ECHA)

ECHA published the final report on the
"Obligations on downstream users –
formulators of mixtures" REACH

enforcement project. More

European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
(ECDC)

A useful overview of all the disease - specific
surveillance networks coordinates can be
found on ECDC web site. The agency has been

working to address the question of its transparency and
independence policy. More

European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)
EFSA held a workshop with pesticide
specialists from Member States,
industry and consumer groups to

present, exchange points of view and clarify the main
points of the EFSA’s Guidance Document on the Risk
Assessment of Plant Protection Products on Bees. More

European Medicines Agency (EMA)

The EMA has announced
details of its new
organizational structure which
has at its core four new
Divisions with responsibilities

right through the lifecycle of a medicine for human use
from development to use in patients. More
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Legal disclaimer
The items contained herein are drafted by the ENVI Secretariat and are provided for general information purposes only. The content is indicative and
subject to changes. The opinions expressed in this document are the sole responsibility of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the official
position of the European Parliament. The Newsletter may contain links to websites that are created and maintained by other organisations. The ENVI
Secretariat does not necessarily endorse the views expressed on these websites.

Subscription
If you wish to receive the ENVI newsletter, please send an email with your contact details and the subject
"newsletter" to: envi-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu To sign up for ENVI committee press releases or for media
enquiries, write to envi-press@europarl.europa.eu

Watch online
Watch the Committee meeting live on the EP web site or on Europarl TV. Past meetings are available via the EP Live
multimedia library and you can also download the extracts of speeches.

Do you need more information?
Contact the ENVI Secretariat: envi-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu or visit the website of the ENVI Committee.

Next meeting of the ENVI Committee
25-26 September 2013, in Brussels

Further information sources
The EP Library regularly prepares briefings which summarise published, quality information related to topical
subjects. Find the latest updates via the links briefings and blog. The EP Policy Departments publish studies, notes,
information notes, and workshop proceedings.


